20 A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BRITISH ARMY
The position in that theatre at the beginning of that year
had been that the French, with about 67,000 men, were holding
the line of fortresses from Dunkirk on the coast by way of Menin,
Valenciennes and Maubeuge to Dinant on the Meuse, opposed
to a heterogeneous Allied army, comprising contingents of
British, Dutch, Spanish, Danish, Imperial and German troops,
which was slowly and belatedly assembling under William's
command around Brussels. Luxemburg, the French general-
issimo, and no unworthy successor of the great Conde and
Turenne, was, thanks to the slowness of the Allied concentra-
tioivable to assemble at his leisure close on two-thirds of his
army for a blow at Mons, which capitulated after a discreditably
short siege, just as William, who had at last managed to get
his army together, was advancing to relieve it. A series of
intricate manoeuvres followed, and William's failure to pursue
a momentary advantage enabled the French to draw off and
close the campaign with the honours of war.
For the campaign of 1692 the Allies collected 40,000 men,
of whom 23,000 were British, around Brussels, but again too
late to anticipate the French in the field. Before William was
ready to move, Luxemburg had invested and secured Namur,
and then moved rapidly north-westwards as if to menace the
capital. His opponent, who had arrived before the fortress
just too late to relieve it, followed hard after, came up
with the French in position near Steenkirk, and resolved to
attack them by surprise in the early dawn. This bold move was
almost crowned with success ; the English in first line broke
clean through the French position only to find' themselves
checked and driven out again by a fierce counter-attack before
the rest of the Allied army, which was too far back ar i ill
commanded, had arriyed to their support. William therefore
had to draw off his troops and admit a defeat, though a by no
means discreditable one.
The next year saw yet larger forces in the field on both
sides, 60,000 Allies as against 80,000 French. Once more
Luxemburg opened operations, this time with an advance
direct on Brussels ; then swinging off to his right, he made
rapidly for Li£ge. William, moving parallel with him, took up
a defensive position to cover that city in the neighbourhood of
Neerwinden, where his opponent attacked him, concentrating
his forces against the Allied right; that wing was driven off
the field in disorder after several hours of fierce fighting, and
this compelled the retreat of the whole army, much of which
had not come into action at all. Before the end of the campaign
Luxemburg had exploited his victory by securing the whole of
* the line of the Sambre.

